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This is a great, upbeat story about a little car that meets a new challenge in life. Rudy, The
Little Red Sports Car, isn't feeling well 1 day and his owner Bob will take him into a garage for
a checkup. Rudy's automatic transmission (the pancreas) is broken and Bob now must use a
manual transmission. Bob learns that he has to make some modifications in the manner he
drives his small car. There are various parallels to diabetes however the primary message in
this upbeat tale is that life with diabetes can go on as usual - simply with a few modifications.
Bob also has to add a particular additive to the oil (insulin). This book could also be used by an
adult with diabetes to help a child know very well what an individual with diabetes
experiences each day.
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Love this book Love this book! Not exactly what I was looking for though. Real sweet.! Nice
story. His principal at school loved and even examine it to a course. I would go through this to
any kid. My grandson might understand what they are saying.. The Little Red SPORTS
VEHICLE, A Modern Fable about Diabetes This is a wonderful story written in language that is
easy for young children to understand. I liked it. The author contacted me and signed the
reserve for my grandson! I was hoping for something displaying he's not alone.. The mechanic
told Bob how to make changes and they will be collectively for a long period. Great book for a
kid recently diagnosed with diabetes or a youthful sibling to explain just a small about it. I
bought this for my nephew who was simply 5 when he was diagnosed, and he loved it. A
warm, kid-friendly diabetes experience! I understand what the writer was going for,
nonetheless it seemed very considerably removed from the experiences of coping with Type
1. At a time when big adjustments are happening within their life, it presents diabetes as an
adaptable quality which makes them special. A cute little experience for diabetics who want a
smile! It enables them know that the automobile can run with just a little special oil each day
-- and he can operate also with just a little special "treatment" (insulin) every day and no one
even knows the difference! :) "About diabetes" might be a reach I purchased this for my 6 year
old son. He browse the story and loved it, but neither of us really saw the relationship to
diabetes. This book is beautifully illustrated, engaging, and easy to read for children with
diabetes. Cute story about a car that requires special oil and you to definitely take proper care
of it. I've read it over and over for my grandson who has Type 1 diabetes. It was cute It's a cute
tale but We was expecting a bit more comparing to diabetes. It really is about the automobile
getting sluggish. Great book for a child recently identified as having diabetes or .
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